
THE HOOD III is the biggest and baddest hiphop event in the country that brings together in one place 
a concert featuring top rap artists of the Philippines, a car show by the Hot Import Nights, a Graffiti 
Exhibit, a basketball shootout and hiphop dance competitions. All of these  are happening at one place 
on May 12, 2018 at the Metro Tent, Metro Walk, Ortigas Pasig City. 

Entrance Fee to this whole day event is P250. Anyone attending this event is qualified to join the 
following: 

* Fubu Street Dance Competition  
* Crew on Crew All Style Battle  
* Graffiti at the Hood  
* Hoops at the Hood 
 
GAME MECHANICS FOR HOOPS AT THE HOOD: 

1. Interested participants must line up to register at the HOOPS Booth 

2. Participant will be given 10balls to do the 3-point shoot out in a maximum time of 3 minutes and will 
corresponding prizes depending on the number of points they get. 

3. Participant may join up to a maximum of three times only (but not consecutively) 

4. Participants that will be able to shoot 8 to 10 balls within the cut-off time of 4:00PM will be eligible to 
join the FINAL 3 Point Shootout. 

5. All Finalists must return at the court area by 4:30pm for registration 

6. FINAL 3 Point Shootout will start at 5:00pm 

7. Finalists will be given 1 minute to shoot as many balls as they can 

8. Finalist with most number of balls shot wins. In case of a tie, there will be a re-match as tie breaker. 

9. There will be at least 2 Court Marshalls that will assist the participants and track the points.  
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HOOPS AT THE HOOD



DISQUALIFICATIONS 

Employees of Fubu Manila (Metrofashion Co.) and A Company of Three Strands Event Management 
including their relatives up to the second degree of consanguinity or affinity are disqualified from 
joining the competition. 

Conducts of unsportsmanship and disrespect to the judges, company brand and organizing committee 
will be a ground for disqualification. 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNER 

Winner will be declared shortly right the finals. Grand 

PRIZE 

Champion  P3,000 Cash Prize 

Participants  FUBU Stickers 

Cash Prizes will be released right after the announcement of winner 

 *Prize tax shall be shouldered by Fubu Manila 

CONTACT DETAILS  

Contact Number  02 513 7414 | 0915 514 0264 | 0917 923 7453 

Email Address   fubudancecompetition@gmail.com 

Website   www.actsdanceacademy.net/fubu-registration

Per DTI-FTEB Permit No. 0000 Series of 2018
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